In p + GaAs thin films, under excitation by a tightly-focussed laser, the spatial profile of the spin polarization is monitored as a function of excitation power. It is found that photoelectron diffusion depends on spin, as a direct consequence of the Pauli principle which causes a concentration dependence of the spin stiffness. Thermoelectric currents are also predicted to depend on spin under degeneracy (spin Soret currents), but these currents play a relatively small role in this case. The spin dependence of the mobility is also found weak. Conversely, ambipolar coupling with holes increases the steady-state photo-electron density at the place of excitation and therefore the amplitude of the degeneracy-induced polarization decrease at the place of excitation.
INTRODUCTION
The numerous investigations of spin transport in semiconductors have led to the demonstration, among others, of various processes which can affect this transport: i) spin-charge couplings caused by the spin-orbit interaction, which may be used to electrically manipulate electronic spins in quantum wells [1] [2] [3] and induce new spin-dependent transport phenomena such as the spin Hall effect, 4 the inverse spin Hall effect, 5 and the spin helix.
6 ii) Spin-spin coupling mechanisms such as the spin drag effect, 7 or the effects of bandgap normalization. 8 iii) Effects of the coupling between spin currents and thermal gradients (e.g. the spin Seebeck effect).
9
The Pauli exclusion Principle has profound consequences for a number of apparently disparate physical systems such as astrophysical objects, 10 the stability of molecules 11 and atom traps 12 and should also affect spin transport in conditions of degeneracy of the spin-polarized photoelectron gas. Although such effect has been implicitely covered by theoretical works 8, 13, 14 it has never been demonstrated in the past. Here, following a preliminary report 15, 16 we investigate expermimentally and theoretically the effect of the Pauli principle on spin transport in p + GaAs. In contrast with the frequently used spin grating configuration in which the electron concentration is spatially homogeneous, 17 we use a polarized microluminescence (µP L) technique, where the spin-polarized photelectron gas is generated by a tightly-focused light excitation and is therefore spatially inhomogeneous. 18 The monitoring of the spatial profile of the photoelectron spin polarization shows that the increase of excitation power produces a spin dependence of the diffusion. We analyze the other possible effects of the Pauli Principle on spin diffusion, spin drift and spin thermal currents, which are likely to also affect the polarization profile at high excitation power. Figure 1 . Panel a shows the principle of the experimental technique: the sample is excited by a tightly-focused circularlypolarized laser and one monitors the profiles of the luminescence intensity, of the difference between its σ + and σ − circularly-polarized components (not shown) and of their ratio, which is proportional to the spin polarization of the photoelectrons. As shown in Panel b, some p + GaAs samples are shaped like a Hall bar with contacts enabling to apply and measure an electric field in the sample plane. The spatial profiles of the electronic spin polarization are shown in Panel d(excitation power P = 0.1µW E = 0), e (P = 2.5 mW E = 0), f (P = 0.1µW E = 400V /cm) and g (P = 2.5 mW E = 400V /cm). The volcano-like shape which appears in panel e is explained as due to a spin-dependent diffusion caused by the Pauli Principle (see Panel c). The modification of this profile under application of an electric field (Panel g), suggests that spin-dependent drift, if existent, is weak ( see text).
EXPERIMENTAL
We have used p + (N A ≈ 10 18 cm −3 ) GaAs films of thickness d = 3 µm, grown on a GaAs semi-insulating substrate with a thin GaInP back layer serving as a confinement layer for the photoelectrons and ensuring a negligible recombination velocity at the GaAs back surface. The front surface is naturally oxidized. As shown in Panel b of Fig. 1 , some samples are shaped like a Hall bar with contacts enabling to apply an electric field in the sample plane. The experimental technique is described in Panel a of Fig. 1 . 18 It consists in tightly focusing a circularly-polarized laser beam, to a Gaussian spot of half width ω = 0.6 µm, thus generating a spatially narrow distribution of spin-polarized photoelectrons. The image of the luminescence intensity extends far beyond the radius of the exciting laser because of charge diffusion. The monitoring of this profile allows us to determine the charge L ef f = Dτ ef f diffusion length, where D is the charge diffusion constant and τ ef f is the effective lifetime, including surface recombination.
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Similarly, the monitoring of the image of the difference I + − I − of the σ + -and σ − -polarized components of the luminescence allows us to determine the spatial profile of the quantity s = n + − n − where n ± are the concentration of electrons with spin ± along the axis z of light excitation. In the same way, analysis of this profile gives the effective spin diffusion length L ef f s = D s τ ef f s , where D s is the spin diffusion constant and τ ef f s is the effective spin lifetime. Here, as shown in Panel a of Fig. 1 , we shall consider the absolute value of the ratio of these two profiles, which is an average along z of the profile of PP i . Here P = s/n is the electronic polarization and P i = 0.5. For a sample temperature of 15 K, a low excitation power of 1.5 µW and no electric field, the profile of P is shown in Panel d of Fig. 1 . As expected, the electronic spin polarization decreases during diffusion, because of spin relaxation.
Panel e of Fig. 1 shows the profile of the electronic spin polarization for a high excitation power of 2.55 mW. In contrast with the profile at low power, this profile now exhibits a counter-intuitive volcano-like shape, with a hole at the center. Panel a of Fig. 2 shows the angular-averaged profile of P at T = 15 K as a function of excitation power showing the progressive appearance of the volcano-like shape. At the maximum power, the polarization at r = 0 µm is 28 %, while the value at r ≈ 2 µm, of 42 % is even slightly larger than that at low power at the same distance. This shape cannot be due to excess spin-lattice relaxation at the center, due to increased temperature or hole concentration. 20 Indeed, the value of the spin relaxation time T 1 ≈ 1150 ps, estimated from time-resolved measurements, 19 is about 2 orders of magnitude times larger than the diffusive lifetime τ 0 ef f (n) at the center, given within numerical factors of order unity by
A simple interpretation of the effect, illustrated in Panel c of Fig. 1 is that, under degeneracy, the diffusion constant is larger for electrons of majority spin than for electrons of minority spin (D + > D − ). Thus, the more efficient removal by diffusion out of the center induces a depletion of majority electrons, with an accumulation at a distance away from the center intermediate between those for spins + and − that is, at a typical distance lying between D − τ 1s and D + τ 1s . This effect is illustrated in Panel c of Fig. 1 which shows the spatial dependences of the concentrations of ± electrons, taking account the larger diffusion constant of electrons of + spin.
In order to investigate the possible spin dependence of the photoelectron mobility under degeneracy, as predicted before, 14 we also present the effect of application of an electric field E for a high excitation power of 2.55 mW. As seen in panel d of Fig. 2 , such application induces, in the same way as for low power excitation 21 and in agreement with earlier studies, 22 a broadening of the luminescence profile in the direction of the photoelectron drift. In the extreme case where the effective drift length L dr = µ e τ ef f E is larger than the diffusion length, the profile at large distance is proportional to exp(−x/L dr ). This broadening in the direction of the electric field is also observed in the polarization profiles shown in panels f and g of of Fig. 1 .
The section of the profile at high excitation power along the direction of the electric field is shown in Panel e of Fig. 2 for increasing values of the electric field. In the same way as for spin-dependent diffusion, one might expect that a spin-dependence of the mobility, characterized by µ + > µ − , would induce a polarization peak at a distance lying between the effective spin drift lengths of the two spin species = µ + τ ef f s E and = µ − τ ef f s E. This would manifest itself by a shift towards larger distances of the polarization maximum of the profile, which is clearly not seen since the polarization maximum stays near a distance of 2µm although L s dr is estimated to 2.6 µm and 5.2 µm for E = 50V /cm and E = 100V /cm, respectively. Also apparent is the fact that the depth of the volcano-like profile decreases with electric field and is no longer visible for E = 700V /cm.
VARIOUS POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF THE PAULI PRINCIPLE ON SPIN TRANSPORT
Degeneracy can have several distinct effects on spin transport which are direct consequences of the Pauli Principle.
15, 21

Statistical effect of the Pauli Principle : spin-dependent diffusion
The change of the electron statistics from a nearly Boltzmann one in nondegenerate conditions, to a Fermi-Dirac one under degeneracy, with an electron quasi Fermi level in the conduction band, will change the spin stiffness S i = ∂E Fi /∂n i , and therefore the spin-dependent spatial gradient of the Fermi energy ∇ r E Fi = S i ∇ r n i , induced by a spatial gradient of concentration n i of spins i. There results an increase of the diffusive current and therefore of the diffusion constant D i of spins i. D i is given by
where q is the absolute value of the electron charge, k B is Boltzmann constant and T e is the temperature of the electron gas. The quantity µ i is the mobility of electrons of spin i and
where Fig. 3 , ξ is equal to unity at low electron concentration and becomes larger than unity for a concentration of the order of 10 16 cm −3 at 50 K. This is a manifestation of degeneracy since in this range n i is larger than the spin-resolved effective density of states N 
Possible spin-dependence of the mobility
The second possible effect induced by degeneracy is a spin-dependent increase of the mobility and is a direct consequence of Pauli exclusion due to which elementary scattering processes are forbidden if the final state is already occupied by an electron of the same spin. Writing the dependence of the momentum relaxation time as a function of kinetic energy as where p is the scattering exponent, µ i is given by
where µ 0 is the nondegenerate mobility. The concentration dependence of ζ, shown in the bottom panel of Fig.  3 , is quite similar to that of ξ for p = 3/2. The diffusion constants for spins ± are finally given by D ± = D 0 ν(n ± ) where D 0 = µ 0 k B T e /q and ν(n ± ) = ξ(n ± )ζ(n ± ).
The dependence of µ i on the scattering exponent p can be simply explained because the electrons of spin i which determine the mobility are mostly at the Fermi level E F i , for which E F + > E F − . The spin dependence of the scattering time τ m (E F i ) will thus increase with its dependence on kinetic energy and thus with p. For p + material, the processes which determine the mobility are very likely scattering by ionized impurities, which would imply p = 3/2. However, screening by the valence holes will reduce p, 24, 25 so that, in the case where p = 0, the mobility will no longer depend on concentration and therefore on spin. The scattering exponent p was estimated using a combined measurement of Hall and drift photoelectron mobility. 21 One finds indeed p = 0 ± 0.5 so that, for p + material, the spin dependence of the mobility should be weak. This is in agreement with the results of Panel e of Fig. 1 which do not evidence any significant increase nor spin dependence of the mobility under degeneracy.
Spin Soret currents
Local luminescence measurements in the profile have shown that tightly-focussed high power excitation is likely to increase the temperature of the electron gas T e by several tens of degrees, with a value of 80 K at high power in the present experimental conditions. 21 This will mostly occur locally at the place of excitation, so that strong temperature gradients ∇T e will exist. In the same way as the Seebeck effect, which describes the bias induced at zero current by a temperature gradient, 26 this will cause a current called the Soret current. 27 The current of spins i is given by The quantity θ which, as defined by Eq. (7), is a measure of the ratio between the spin Soret current and the diffusive current, is close to unity (exactly equal to unity for p = 0), thus showing the fundamental relation between diffusive and thermoelectric currents.
where the Soret velocity K i is given by
and
where
The coefficient θ is, as shown in Fig. 4 , close to unity, so that the spin dependence of the Soret velocity is essentially proportional to that of the diffusion constant and therefore also appears under degeneracy. For p + material, it has been found by measuring the temperature T e of the photoelectron gas from the shape of the local luminescence spectrum, that the heating, although significant (increase of T e of the order of 50K at the maximum power), is essentially limited to the zone of light excitation. This implies that the Soret current plays a weak role out of this zone, and can therefore be neglected. In the calculations of Sec. 5, T e will be fixed to its measured value at r = 0.
Electron-electron interactions
Interactions between electrons have been shown to be at the origin of couplings such as the Coulomb spin drag, which modifies the spin diffusion constant and introduces a dependence of spin transport on the electronic charge. 7, 13 Conversely, the exchange correlation interactions leading to bandgap renormalization mostly introduce a modification of the diffusion constant of spins i contrary to the statistical effect discussed above. Unlike the statistical effect, which does not depend on electrostatic interactions, these effects are likely to be affected by screening by the valence holes, of concentration equal to that of ionized acceptors N A ≈ 10 18 cm −3 . In Fourier space, the relevant static potential is given by
where e = q/ √ 4πǫ 0 , ǫ 0 is the permittivity of free space and ǫ is the dielectric constant. The Debye Hückel screening wave vector k DH depends on the hole concentration according to
where the function ξ(x) is related to the hole Fermi energy and defined by Eq. (3). For N A ≈ 10 18 cm −3 and T = 50 K, one has k DH = 2 × 10 7 cm −3 , which is larger than the Fermi wavevector k F i = (6π 2 n i ) 1/3 by one order of magnitude. This implies that, for p + GaAs electrostatic interactions are effectively screened by the valence holes, and play a negligible role in spin transport. 
CHARGE AND SPIN CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
Taking account of all contributions defined in the preceding section, the diffusion equations for electrons and spins can finally be written
The conductivities are given by σ c = (σ + + σ − )/2 and σ s = (σ + − σ − )/2, where σ ± = qn ± µ ± . Here g ± is the creation rate of electrons of spins ± and depends on distance r to the excitation spot and depth z. Here, 1/τ = K r (N A + δp) and 1/τ s = 1/τ + 1/T 1 , where N A is the acceptor density, δp is the density of photocreated holes and K r is the bimolecular recombination coefficient.
In order to take account of the electrostatic coupling between electrons and the slower diffusing holes, it is necessary to couple these equations with the diffusion equation for spin-unpolarized holes, which is
where δp is the photohole concentration and D h is the hole diffusion constant. Here σ h = q(N − A + δp)µ h is the hole conductivity, where µ h is the hole mobility. The thermoelectric hole current is neglected since the local heating of the hole gas is weak. 29 The electric field satisfies Poisson's equation
Equations (12), (13), (14) and (15) are solved numerically by imposing that the electron (hole) currents at the front (z = 0) and back surface (z = d) are equal to qSn(0) and −qS ′ n(d), (qSδp(0) and −qS ′ δp(d)) where S and S ′ are the recombination velocities of the front and back surfaces, respectively.
The system of Eq. (12), Eq. (13), Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), must be solved numerically and taking in our low temperature conditions, very weak values of the front and back surface recombination velocities. 19 For this resolution, the parameter values were all determined independently using independent time-resolved 19 or transport measurements, 21 so that no fitting procedure was used. The electron diffusion constant is D = 37 cm 2 /s, the electron and hole mobilities are 8800 cm 2 /V s and 200 cm 2 /V s, while the electron bulk lifetime and spin relaxation time are 335 ps and 1150 ps.
INTERPRETATION
The calculated polarization profiles are shown in Panel b of Fig. 2 for the same excitation powers as Panel a. These profiles correspond quite well with the experimental results of Panel a, apart from a slight difference in the position of the polarization maximum. At the highest excitation power, one calculates that the averages of the concentrations near the place of excitation are < n + >≈ 9.0 × 10 16 cm −3 and < n − >≈ 5.4 × 10 16 cm −3 . These values are higher than the spin-resolved effective density of states at 80K which is N s c ≈ 3 × 10 16 cm −3 . With these concentrations, we calculate that D + = 1.96D 0 , D − = 1.59D 0 so that D + /D − = 1.25. In the same way, the absence of clear manifestation of a spin-dependent mobility is in agreement with the prediction of a negligible spin dependence of the mobility, because of the screening of interactions between electrons and ionized impurities
The importance of ambipolar diffusion is seen from Panel c of Fig. 2 , which shows the profiles calculated in the unipolar case, by considering only Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) and by taking E = 0. It is striking to see that, in this case, one observes only a small polarization dip in the profiles at the place of excitation. This is mostly because the electrostatic interaction with the holes decreases the electron diffusion constant, and thus increases the electron concentration at the place of excitation. This increase is produced without increasing the temperature of the photoelectron gas, and therefore results in an increase of the degree of degeneracy. This finding implies that the present inhomogenehous configuration plays a crucial role for investigating the effects of the Pauli Principle. Note that the present calculation, where both temperature and charge gradients are neglected, is reminiscent of the spatially homogeneous configuration of spin grating experiments. The almost complete disappearance of the volcano-like shape implies that the usual spin grating technique, in which the electron and hole concentrations are uniform in space, may not be well-adapted to the observation of Pauli-blockade effects in spin transport.
CONCLUSION
The present work is an investigation of the effect of degeneracy on spin transport of a photoelectron gas in p + GaAs. The experimental technique consists in tightly-focusing a circularly-polarized light excitation, in order to generate strongly spin-polarized photoelectrons (45 %) and to monitor charge and polarization profiles as a function of distance and of electric fied applied in the sample plane. In conditions where the photoelectron gas is degenerate, i. e. for a sufficiently low temperature and large excitation power (above 1mW), the diffusion constant depends on spin because of a statistical effect related to the charge and spin dependence of the spin stiffness under degeneracy.
Ambipolar diffusion plays a key role for the observation of spin-dependent diffusion, since it increases the confinement of photoelectrons at the place of excitation, and therefore the amount of degeneracy, due to the electrostatic electron-hole coupling. Such ambipolar-induced increase of the confinement could also be obtained by increasing the excitation power, but this will inevitably increase the electron temperature and decrease the degeneracy. Thus, for investigating the effect of degeneracy on spin transport, the present technique seems better adapted than the elegant spin-grating technique where the charge is spatially homogeneous.
Thus, for p + GaAs the situation is remarkably simple since in spite of the strong charge, spin and temperature spatial gradients, the experimental results are explained by a simple unique effect. However, the present analysis predicts other effects, which are expected to be observable in distinct experimental siutations. The spin-dependence of the mobility should be observable at a lower p-type doping for which the screening by holes of the electrostatic interactions between electrons and ionized impurities becomes negligible. Thermoelectric currents induced by the strong spatial gradient of electronic temperature are also predicted to depend on spin in degenerate conditions and could be explored by adjusting the acceptor density and the laser energy and power. More generally, we believe that all the recently observed effects of spin transport, including the manifestations of the spin-orbit coupling, will be affected by the Pauli Principle.
